Because of Her
Virtual Girl Scout Lab
April 7, 2020

To complete the Virtual Girl Scout Lab Activities, you must join the GSBDC - Girl Scouts Facebook Group or the GSBDC - Parents and Volunteers Facebook Group. Then, join the Virtual Lab Event in the group you joined. Complete three out of five activities.

Mae Jemison

1. Mae was the first African American woman in space. Research another woman to accomplish an important “first” and find a way to share what you learned with others. Make a post in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab to share the information you find.

2. Eat a “space lunch” using foods you might find on a space shuttle. That means freeze-dried foods, granola bars, pouches of applesauce or even baby food. Share a photo of your “space lunch” in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab.

3. Learn about the phases of the moon and create a chart of the different phases using Oreo cookies by clicking here.

4. Follow NASA’s instructions to build a bubble-powered rocket. You can find the instructions by clicking here. Remember to have an adult help you!

5. Mae learned to dance as a child and eventually became an expert in several styles of dancing. Although most people did not see a connection between science and dance, Mae explained that both contain expressions of creativity that people share with one another. Make a video clip of your dance moves and share it in the Virtual Girl Scout Lab.